
#2535 The Yom Kippur War and the Abomination of Desolation – The post-World War II U.S. 
waxing great toward the South and toward the East as a second Syria/Antiochus IV Epiphanes, 
part 794, Green Jews, (x), Were the Greenspan Jews of the Holocaust to fulfill being ‘hurt’ 
by the Lord, while a remnant of the 1948 Green Jews, or the 1948 Green Jews as a larger 
body, were to fulfill being sealed by God in their foreheads? 
 

the Green Jews 
who birthed Israel in 1948 

Greenspan Jews who  
survived the Holocaust became 

 
Key Question: The role of the 1948 Green Jews. It seems reasonable to ask the question, Is 
the reason why the Lord ordained Greenspan and Green in the story of the Jews and the 
founding of Israel in 1948 because (a) the Greenspan Jews of the Holocaust were to fulfill 
being ‘hurt’ by the Lord, while (b) the 1948 Green Jews and their children, or a remnant of 
the 1948 Green Jews and their children, in conjunction with the founding of Israel after the 
Holocaust, were to fulfill being sealed by God in their foreheads? 

 
Revelation 7:3-4 (KJV) Saying, Hurt not the earth, neither the sea, nor the trees, till we have 
sealed the servants of our God in their foreheads. 
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4 And I heard the number of them which were sealed: and there were sealed an hundred and 
forty and four thousand of all the tribes of the children of Israel. 
 
Revelation 9:4 (KJV) And it was commanded them that they should not hurt the grass of the 
earth, NEITHER ANY GREEN THING, neither any tree; BUT ONLY THOSE MEN 
WHICH HAVE NOT THE SEAL OF GOD IN THEIR FOREHEADS.  
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